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In the fast-evolving world of cryptocurrencies, a new player is emerging,

and it’s promising early investors a golden opportunity. NewGold and

NexM tokens, created on the Binance Smart Chain Network (Bep20) and

Solana, are set to revolutionize the market with good return on

investment. These okensare gearing up to become one of the most

expensive cryptocurrencies globally. What makes this cryptocurrency

different from all others is that only 10,000 coins were created to be in

existence, unlike other coins founders who created theirs in millions,

billions and trillions. NewGold Technologies Team is creating a system to

make it very scarce, valuable and to automatically become very

expensive. Gold and Diamond are expensive because they are limited in

supply. NewGold Team are using the strategy of RARITY. The price of 1

token has the potential to rise to $1000 USD to $100,000 USD in the nearest

future.
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2.OUR UTILITIES
NewGold and NexMillionaires token will be used for transactional purposes,

to serve as a payment gateway in our ecosystems. This would cause a

daily massive usage, attracts many investors and help the price to rise.



3.ECOSYSTEMS

NewGold Social Media App:NewGold Social Media App:  

A video social media app promoting the rich
cultural heritage of all tribes on earth, with 8000
languages in 200 countries. Newgold And NexM
coin will serve as a payment gatweways in this
app.

NewGold Store:NewGold Store:  
Our e-commerce platform where
people can buy goods and services
with our tokens; NewG BSC, New
Gsolana, NexM BSC, and NexMs Solana.
These tokens will be used daily,
generating significant user and
transaction volume. In the coming
weeks, hundreds of merchants are
expected to sign up. You too can
become a seller.

NewGold Exchange:NewGold Exchange:  
This will work like Binance for the trading of
cryptos and it will help to promote our tokens.

NewGoldNewGold
FoundationFoundation

NewGoldNewGold
AcademyAcademy

NewGold CoinNewGold Coin
MarketMarket
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4.OUR FOUR SUCCESFUL TOKENS TOKENONICS

NewGold (NewG) Bsc;NewGold (NewG) Bsc;  
Only 10,000 total supply, built on bsc
network, decimal 18, No new minting
and contract was revoked (no
ownership). 

NewGold (NewGs) Solana;NewGold (NewGs) Solana;
 Only 10,000 total supply, built on

solana network, decimal 9, No new
minting and contract was revoked (no

ownership). 

NexMillionaires Token (NexM)NexMillionaires Token (NexM)
Bsc;Bsc;  
Only 5,000 total supply, built on bsc
network, decimal 18, No new minting
and contract was revoked (no
ownership). 

 Only 5,000 total supply, built on
solana network, decimal 9, No new

minting and contract was revoked (no
ownership).  

NexMillionaires Token (NexMs)
Solana;

The prices of our tokens will rise and shock the world. They will
be scarce, valuable and expensive.



5.ROADMAP

This is an updated ROAD-MAP after the successful launch of
our four 4 tokens



6.Aims and Objectives  

Empower Financial Freedom:Empower Financial Freedom:  
Our mission is to empower
individuals with the tools and
opportunities to achieve
financial freedom. We believe
that everyone should have
access to fair and inclusive
financial services, irrespective of
their background or location.

Financing:Financing:
 We aim to revolutionize the
age-old standards of
conventional financing by
leveraging cutting-edge
technology and innovative
financial solutions. Through our
platform, we seek to challenge
traditional norms and provide a
more efficient and user-centric
approach to borrowing, lending,
and earning.

Drive Sustainable GrowthDrive Sustainable Growth
 We strive for sustainable growth
and long-term value creation.

To make our tokens the most
expensive cryptocurrency in the
world.



7.MARKETING APPROACH7.MARKETING APPROACH  

We employ a multi-channel approach, leveraging
social media, partnerships, and targeted campaigns
to reach potential users and investors globally. By
showcasing the unique benefits and features of our
tokens, we aim to attract a diverse user base and
foster widespread adoption. Our marketing efforts are
backed by a dedicated team focused on building
strategic partnerships, educating the community, and
creating engaging content to ensure the success of our
token in the competitive De-Fi landscape.

8.Governance8.Governance  

We believe in the power of community participation
and democratic decision-making. We have
implemented a robust governance framework that
empowers token holders to actively shape the future of
our protocol. Through voting mechanisms, users can
propose and vote on key decisions, such as protocol
upgrades, fee structures, and partnerships. This
inclusive approach ensures that the community has a
direct say in the direction and evolution of our tokens,
fostering a sense of ownership and empowerment
among our users



OUR LINKS: Apps/Website, Social Media Communities, Contract
Addresses and Buy Links At DecentarlizedExchanges

WebsitesWebsites
1. https://Newgold.app
2. https://NexMillionaires.app 
3. https://Newgold.show
4. https://Newgold.store
5. https://Newgold.exchange
6. https://Newgoldcoinmarket.report
7. https://Newgold.press

9.OUR LINKS AND CONTACT

Our Contact AddressesOur Contact Addresses  
☑NewGold (NewG) Bsc;
0x4296f7abE47B9BF5EeA4DEa813C7d59F0401363A
☑NewGold (NewGs) Solana;
Ba3rVDcJ8DfhJ7MQ7qFhWYxP8ThmoUEJRxokdkYjTrqn
☑NexMillionaires (NexM)
Bsc0xE9E1C49D32cF6bD2a96014f079D4A555e4aF88E3
☑NexMillionaires (NexMs)
86U6VJf6cpr5ckaHa6xeAbp7nBunpkvVrhEJjCgs8U5f

Buying Links Of Tokens At Dex exchanges;Buying Links Of Tokens At Dex exchanges;
💰Buy NewGoldCoin NewG (BSC)
https://bit.ly/3OsMQuF
💰Buy NexMillionaires NexM (BSC)
https://bit.ly/3UAoWRG
💰3. Buy NexMillionaires NexMs (SOLANA)
https://bit.ly/3UnD8x3
💰4. Buy NewGold NewGs Solana
https://bit.ly/4d8rq0m

Our Social Media GroupOur Social Media Group  
Telegram; https://t.me/NewGoldCoin
Twitter: https://x.com/new_gold111?s=21


